The applicability of optimization techniques for hull surface fitting has been important in the ship design process. In this research, the Genetic Algorithm has been used as a searching technique for solving surface fitting problem and minimizing errors between B-spline surface and the ship's offset data. The encoded design variables are the location of the vertex points and parametric values. The sufficient accuracy in surface fitting implies not only various techniques for computer-aided design, but also the future production design. 
Introduction
In ship design process, a hull form is designed by cross sectional curves at the basic design stage. The hull surface reconstruction from these offset points is more important than 접수일: 2008년 8월 7일, 승인일: 2009년 1월 2일 ✝교신저자: djkim@pknu.ac.kr, 051-629-6614 before, because the accurate modeling of hull surface has been considered as important for the effective support of the ship production as well as the numerical ship performance analysis. The approach of B-spline surface construction also has received lots of attention in recent years because NURBS are established as a standard in CAD program. In some researches, in order to ensure the surface quality of complicated shape, the ship hull has to be divided into some patches (Westgaard and Nowacki 2001, Lee and Kim 2004) , as shown in Fig. 1 . However, disadvantages are caused by the continuing patches problem, inconvenient handling in later design(CAE), and difficulties in automatic fairing. Instead of subdividing a hull form into patches, it is advantageous to work with the only one B-spline surface for ship hull. In this research, the reconstruction of B-spline surface from the given data points is considered.
For B-spline surface fitting method, there are two approaches, matrices inversion and vertex point estimation for surface approximation. In matrices inversion, many conventional methods have been proposed (Choi 1991 , Yoon et al. 1985 . However, the matrices inversion gets the ill conditioned problem, and it also must avoid round off error magnifications in backsubstitution calculation and large storage capacity (Mathews and Fink 1992) . Another approach, surface approximation method is developed by Birmingham and Smith(1998) .
In this research, B-spline surface is generated in a fully automatic approach of the location of the vertex point and the proper parameters by using the Genetic Algorithm (GA). We assume that the preliminary hull surface is a gene type and GA technique can be applied for the convergence toward a good solution. This procedure improves the stability and makes less error than other methods.
Overview of the fitting algorithm

Surface fitting basis
The idea of using B-spline surface in shipbuilding is initiated by Rogers(1977) . Mathematically, the shape of the B-spline surface is defined by knot vector, degree, B-spline weight value, and vertex points (in common case : weight = 1 and degree = 3 for cubic spline). At this point, the discussion is confined to the regular mesh. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between surface data points and vertex points   in 3D coordinates. 
where Ni,k(u) and Mj,l(w) are the basis functions of B-spline surface, and Bi,j are the vertex points of surface.
Eq. (1) shows that the surface can be generated if the location of the vertex point is changed. In the GA process, the shape of the surface is changed automatically in the following way.
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In Eq. (2) 
When the vertex points are relocated in B-spline surface by using GA technique, the parametric values also need to be managed. Therefore, the parameterization method is proposed to change the parametric values proportional to the chord distances between vertex points.
The procedure of finding the nearest point
In order to get a good fitted surface, the error between the given data point and fitted surface should be minimized as small as possible. In this case it is very important to find the corresponding point on the fitted surface to the given data point. For this corresponding point, we consider the nearest point on the surface D(u,w) to the given data point G. The value of D(u,w) can be obtained by Jacobian inversion method (Choi 1991) . Through the Jacobian inversion process, we can find out the parametric value u, w.
First, we assume the initial parametric value    for the parametric surface and G is the given data point. From an initial parameter parametric value  and a given data point G. The Jacobian is followed by Choi (1991) (see Fig. 3 ).
Fitness function
The fitness function is the normalized root mean squared error Q (the difference between the nearest point D(u,w) on the fitted surface and the given data point G in a nondimensional form). The procedure continues until the convergence criteria are satisfied. The fitness function is given by Eq. (3).
where,        is a range of observed values.
3. Genetic algorithm procedure
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In the GA mechanism, each individual is considered as a B-spline surface created randomly in an initial population. The evolution process describes the surface generations which are encoded by design variables. Fig. 4 shows the B-spline surface generated by vertex points and the encoding process.
Reproduction process
In reproduction process, individuals are chosen for the next generation of the population based on its fitness value. Three types of reproduction are roulette wheel selection, ranking-based selection, and tournament selection (Goldberg 1989) .
The steady-state selection is not particular method for selecting (Whitley and Kauth 1988) . Each individual in population has a fitness value. First, the individuals are sorted from lowest to highest fitness value. Main idea of this selection is that the good 80% individuals in population(good group) are selected to produce and the rest(bad group) are discarded. Also, in the good group, a few best individuals will be retained at each generation by Elitism method. We recommended that the number of elite individuals is 5% the number of individuals in good group. In addition, the bad group in current population will be replaced by the individuals, which are executed by the crossover and mutation process, in the good group of current population. A replacement /deletion strategy is more practical than other methods because some characters of good individuals can be lost if they are not selected to produce or if they are destroyed by crossover or mutation.
Crossover
Crossover is explorative. The encoded design variables are arranged in a dimensional form as We set pc as a probability of Crossover of each two individuals at the generation. Then : ′ is the smaller of the fitness values of the individuals to be crossed.
Crossover process occurs in some crossover probabilities pc. The higher the values of pc, the quicker new solutions are introduced into population. As pc increase ; however, solutions can be disrupted faster. We can adaptively control the probability of crossover (Srinivas and Patnaik 1998) . Eq. (4) ensures that all solutions having random numbers smaller than pc will be swapped.
Mutation
Mutation is exploitation; it creates a small deviation on the surface. The role of mutation in GA has been preventing premature convergence of the solution (see Fig. 6 ). Therefore, the surface quality improves a good fitting result during each time. As we discussed in section 2.1, the B-spline surface can be generated if the location of the vertex point is changed. In our method, the location of the new vertex point is created by moving in a circle of small radius δ around the old vertex point. We recommend that δ should be less than 5% of the distance between old vertex point and the nearest neighboring vertex point. The variable design has a deviation with the deviation size δ as given by eq. (5). 
GA
The role of mutation in GA has been restoring lost genetic material into the population to prevent the convergence of the GA to suboptimal solutions. Mutation involves the modification of the value of each gene with some probabilities pm. Mutation occurs only in some probability pm (Srinivas and Patnaik 1998) .
We assumed pm as a probability of mutation of each individual at the generation. Then :
Here, f is the fitness value of an individual, fmin is the minimum fitness value in the population,   is the average of the fitness value in the population. Eq. (6) ensures that all of solutions having random number smaller than Mutation probability pm be mutated.
In our approach, we applied the pc and pm adaptively in response to the fitness value. The value of pc and pm are increased when the solution get stuck at the local optima and are decreased when the solution is scattered in the population.
3.6 Genetic algorithm procedure Fig. 7 shows the GA generation procedure. Step 1. Input the 3D given data point
Step 2. Create an initial population by using uniform vertex point location
Step 3. For each individual in population, the surface points are computed based on vertex point above.
Step 4. Obtain the Fitness value and Do Reproduction process (Choose Reproduction rate : 80%)
Step 5. Test for convergence criteria (precision or generation times), if it's not satisfied, the GA process will continue. Otherwise, GA process will stop.
Step 6. Do Crossover in each 02 individuals
Step 7. Do Mutation (change the location of the vertex point) for each Individual and go back Step 4.
Experimental results
By using GA technique for surface fitting problem, we obtained the following control variables and experimental result.
Control variables are population size, crossover probability, and mutation probability. When population size is increased, the diversity and computation time for each generation is also increased. Besides, if crossover probability value is increased, the opportunity for recombination is increased but also disruption of good combination might be occurred. In mutation step, if mutation probability value is increased, the randomly search will be closer and help to introduce new gene or reintroduce the lost gene.
Our GA technique was written in C++ and run on a 2.4 GHz processor. The simple surface, geometrically complicated shape and yacht surface without keel are presented for high accuracy measurement.
Simple surface
The mesh consist of 7×8 given data points. When the mesh points were simple, the result showed a good surface quality during small computation time (see Fig. 8a ).
At the first iteration, the total errors are bad in general. Therefore, the location of vertex points were changed for trial, and then converged at 400th iteration as shown in Fig.  8b . In Table 1 , the result shows the best fitting normalized error value after 10,000 iterations is close to zero.
(a) The given data points and surface data points after fitting in GA GA after 10,000 iterations The complicated mesh consist of 7×8 given data points. Fig. 9a shows the best fitting result at 10,000th iteration and Fig. 9b shows the total error curve is oscillated which can be explained as follows. In the complicated shape, there are some discontinuous points. This was due to task difficulty of searching for a model function. At the first 2,000 iterations, the locations of the vertex points were changed during GA process, the error value decreased and increased slightly. Finally, our normalized error value converged at the 10,000th iteration (see Table 2 ).
(a) The given data points and surface data points after fitting in GA GA afte r 10,000 iterations Fig. 10 shows the result of surface fitting. In this case, the yacht surface shows the best fitting after 10000 iterations in Fig. 10a , and the total error value converged at 4000th iteration in Fig. 10b . The normalized error value after 10,000 iterations is computed in Table 3 Table 3 Normalized errors between the given data points and the yacht surface points Generally speaking, our GA method is good for global searching. The result depends on the iteration time in which the convergence is guaranteed by the GA process.
Conclusions
The surface fitting by using GA technique has been applied to many cases of parametric hull form with high accuracy. In most major CAD systems, such as CATIA, AutoCAD and MaxSurf packages, the B-spline surface can be generated by specifying the knot values and parametric values or skinning through the data points. In our GA, only one rectangular B-Spline surface was generated in a fully automatic approach to the location of vertex point and parametric value until satisfied precision is reached. Different from other traditional methods, matrices inversion and continuity problems between surfaces are not necessarily required in this method. In conclusion, it is more effective on surface accuracy rather than other methods.
In ship design process, the hull form is designed by the irregular offset points, especially in bulbous bow part and stern part. In the future trends, we believe that the B-spline surface fitting using GA technique can be applied for irregular data points.
